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Agrianita IPB holds monthly Islamic studies. This is part of the religious activity program carried out every Tuesday in the 4th week. This time it took place at the Guest House of IPB (26/1). In this study Agrianita IPB presented Ustads (Islamic preacher), also an interpreter, Khairun Na'im, LC, MEI.

In his preach, Ustads Naim Khairun talked about the miracle of Quran. He says that there have been a lot of evidences indicated by Al-Quran. For example, the truth of the universe stated in the Quran has been scientifically proven by world scientists. Another miracle of the Holy Quran is that the Book is very easy to learn.

Ustad Naim adds that studying the Quran, you should have a strong determination to be able to read the Quran, besides you should always spare your time to read the verses of the Quran. "This could be in the office, cars and so on. Thus, if it is done on a regular basis, you will be able to memorize the Qur'an very well," he said.

He advices the audience to immediately learn the Qur'an recitation and read it for those who have not done it, while there is still time and opportunity – while you are healthy and to seek God's pleasure, he said. The study was attended by Dean of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Dr. Ir. Sri Nurdiati and administrators of Agrianita IPB. (Mtd)